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Power Amplifier Design
Fundamentals: More Notes
from the Pages of History
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Amplifier Stability
This is the conclusion of
an article that examines
the historical foundations of
the principles that built our
knowledge of power
amplifier operation

In early radio-frequency vacuum-tube transmitters, it was observed that
the tubes and associated
circuits may have damped
or undamped oscillations
depending upon the circuit losses, the feedback coupling, the grid and
anode potentials, and the reactance or tuning of
the parasitic circuits [28]. Various parasitic
oscillator circuits such as the tuned-grid-tunedanode circuit with capacitive feedback, Hartley,
Colpitts, or Meissner oscillators can be realized
at high frequencies which potentially can be
eliminated by adding a small resistor close to
the grid or anode connections of the tubes for
damping the circuits. Inductively coupled
rather than capacitively coupled input and output circuits should be used wherever possible.
According to the immittance approach to
the stability analysis of the active nonreciprocal two-port network, it is necessary and sufficient for its unconditional stability if the following system of equations can be satisfied for
the given active device:
Re ⎡⎣WS ( ω ) + Win ( ω )⎤⎦ > 0

(22)

Im ⎡⎣WS ( ω ) + Win ( ω )⎤⎦ = 0

(23)

Re ⎡⎣WL ( ω ) + Wout ( ω )⎤⎦ > 0

(24)

Im ⎡⎣WL ( ω ) + Wout ( ω )⎤⎦ = 0

(25)

or,

where ReWS and ReWL are considered to be
greater than zero [29, 30]. The active two-port
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network can be treated as unstable or potentially unstable in the case of the opposite signs
in Eqs. (22) and (24).
Analysis of Eq. (22) or Eq. (24) on
extremum results in a special relationship
between the device immittance parameters
called the device stability factor

K=

2 Re W11 Re W22 − Re (W12W21 )
W12W21

(26)

which shows a stability margin indicating how
far from zero value are the real parts in Eqs.
(22) and (24) being positive [30]. In this case,
an active device is unconditionally stable if
K ≥ 1 and potentially unstable if K < 1.
When the active device stability factor
K > 1, the operating power gain GP has to be
maximized. By analyzing Eq. (19) on
extremum, it is possible to find optimum values ReWLo and ImWLo when the operating
power gain GP is maximal [31, 32]. As a result,
GP max =

(

W21
/ K + K2 −1
W12

)

(27)

The power amplifier with an unconditionally stable active device provides a maximum
power gain operation only if the input and output of the active device are conjugate-matched
with the source and load impedances, respectively. For the lossless input matching circuit
when the power available at the source is
equal to the power delivered to the input port
of the active device, that is PS = Pin, the maximum operating power gain GPmax is equal to
the maximum transducer power gain GTmax.
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to predict unconditional stability for a
multistage power amplifier because parasitic oscillations can be caused by the
interstage circuits. In this case, the easiest and most effective way to provide stable operation of the multistage power
amplifier (or single-stage power amplifier) is to simulate the real part of the
Figure 5 · Single-stage power amplifier with measured device input device input impedance Zin = Vin / Iin at
impedance.
the input terminal of each transistor as a
ratio between the input voltage and current by placing a voltage node and a curDomains of the device potential instability include the rent meter, as shown in Fig. 5. If ReZin < 0, then either a
operating frequency ranges where the active device sta- small series resistor must be added to the device base terbility factor is equal to K < 1. Within the bandwidth of minal as a part of the input matching circuit or a load netsuch a frequency domain, parasitic oscillations can occur, work configuration properly chosen to provide the resultdefined by internal positive feedback and operating con- ing positive value of ReZin. In this case, not only linear
ditions of the active device. The instabilities may not be instabilities with small-signal soft startup oscillation conself-sustaining, being induced by the RF drive power but ditions but also nonlinear instabilities with large-signal
remaining on its removal. One of the most serious cases hard startup oscillation conditions or parametric oscillaof power amplifier instability can occur when there is a tions can be identified around operating region.
variation of the load impedance. Under these conditions,
a transistor may be destroyed almost instantaneously. Effect of Higher-Order Harmonics
In some practical cases, it is somewhat difficult to
But even it is not destroyed, the instability can result in
a tremendously increased level of the spurious emissions implement the parallel-tuned output circuit required for
in the output spectrum of the power amplifier. Generally, conventional Class C operation in power amplifiers
the following classification for instabilities can be made employing either field-effect or bipolar transistors, as the
inductance can be very small with sufficient effect of the
[33, 34]:
device package parasitics. In addition, the dependence of
1. Linear—low-frequency oscillations produced by the collector capacitance on the output voltage in the
thermal feedback effects; oscillations due to internal power amplifier represents a nonlinear varactor-junction
feedback; negative resistance or conductance function which makes it difficult to maintain a sinusoidal
induced instabilities due to transit-time effects, or collector voltage waveform. A nonlinear capacitance in
avalanche multiplication; and oscillations due to parallel with an inductance does not act as a simple resoexternal feedback as a result of insufficient decou- nant circuit, and produces a voltage waveform containing
harmonics in response to a sinusoidal current. In conpling of the DC supply.
2. Nonlinear—parametric generation of harmonics or trast, the series-tuned resonant circuit or low-pass LCsubharmonics when the large-signal drive acts like type output matching circuit with series inductor used in
pumping a varactor-type collector-base capacitance. a dual-mode Class C operation can eliminate some problems relevant to a conventional Class C mode and
It should be noted that expressions in Eqs. (22) to (27) improve power amplifier performance since it allows the
are given through the device immittance Z- or Y-parame- presence of harmonic components in the collector voltage,
ters that allows the power gain and stability to be calcu- while preventing harmonic currents [35].
An effect of the nonlinear collector capacitance on eleclated using the parameters of the device equivalent circuit and to physically understand the corresponding trical behavior of the power amplifier can be analyzed
effect of each circuit parameter, but not through scatter- based on the equivalent power amplifier circuit including
ing S-parameters, which are very convenient during the a series resonant L0C0 circuit tuned to the fundamental
measurement procedure required for device modeling. frequency that provides open-circuit conditions for second
Moreover, using modern simulation tools, it is even no and higher order harmonic components of the output curneed to draw stability circles on a Smith chart or analyze rent, and an L-type matching circuit with the series inducstability factor across the wide frequency range since K- tor L and shunt capacitor C, as shown in Figure 6(a). The
factor is just a derivation from the basic stability condi- matching circuit is required to match the equivalent outtions and usually is a function of linear parameters which put resistance R, corresponding to the required maximum
can only reveal linear instabilities. Besides, it is difficult output power at the fundamental frequency, with the stan52
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Solving Eq. (31) for v, substituting Eq. (29), applying
Taylor expansion, and then equating the fundamentalvoltage collector voltage components results in
σp = 1 +
+

Figure 6 · Class C mixed-mode power amplifier circuit
schematics.

dard load resistance RL. Figure 6(b) shows the simplified
output equivalent circuit of the bipolar power amplifier.
The total output current flowing through the device
collector can be written as

(

I2 I3 γ

12 ( ωC0 ) V1Vcc
2

(

)

cos 90D + φ3 − φ2 − φ1

(32)

)

where σp = ξp/ξ, ξp is the collector voltage peak factor
with parametric effect, ξ = V1/Vcc, and V1 is the fundamental-frequency voltage amplitude [36].
From Eq. (32) it follows that, to maximize the collector
voltage peak factor and, consequently, the collector efficiency for a given value of the supply voltage Vcc, it is necessary to provide the following phase conditions:
φ2 = 2φ1 − 90D

(33)

φ3 = 3φ1 − 180D

(34)

Then, for γ = 0.5,

∞

i = I0 + ∑ In cos ( nωt + φ n )

(28)

n =1

where In and φn are the amplitude and phase of the nth
harmonic component, respectively. An assumption of a
high quality factor of the series resonant circuit allows
only the fundamental-frequency current component to
flow into the load. The current flowing through the nonlinear collector capacitance consists of the fundamentalfrequency and higher harmonic components:
∞

iC = IC cos ( ωt + φ1 ) + ∑ In cos ( nωt + φ n )

(29)

n= 2

where IC is the fundamental-frequency capacitor current
amplitude.
The nonlinear behavior of the collector junction capacitance is described by
⎛ ϕ + Vcc ⎞
Cc = C0 ⎜
⎝ ϕ + v ⎟⎠

γ

(30)

where C0 is the collector capacitance at v = Vcc, Vcc is the
supply voltage, ϕ is the contact potential, and γ is the
junction sensitivity equal to 0.5 for abrupt junction. As a
result, the expression for charge flowing through collector
capacitance can be obtained by
v

v

0

0

q = ∫ Cc ( v) dv = ∫

54

I2 γ
cos 90D + φ2 − 2φ1
4ωC0Vcc

C0 ( ϕ + Vcc )

γ

( ϕ + v) γ
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dv

(31)

σp = 1 +

I2
I2 I3
+
8ωC0Vcc 24 ( ωC0 )2 V1Vcc

(35)

Equation (35) shows the theoretical possibility to
increase the collector voltage peak factor by 1.1 to 1.2
times, thus achieving collector efficiency of 85 to 90%.
Physically, the improved efficiency can be explained by
the parametric transformation of powers corresponding
to the second and higher-order harmonic components into
the fundamental-frequency output power because of the
nonlinearity of the collector capacitance. However, this
becomes effective only in the case of the load network
with a series resonant circuit, since it ideally provides
infinite impedance at the second and higher-order harmonic components, unlike the load network with a parallel resonant circuit having ideally zero impedance at
these harmonics.
Realizing biharmonic or polyharmonic operation
modes of the vacuum-tube power amplifiers, using resonant circuits tuned to the odd or even harmonics of the
fundamental frequency in the load network, is very effective for increasing their operating efficiency [37]. Ideally,
this implies the in-phase or out-of-phase harmonic conditions for symmetrical flattened voltage or current waveforms can be formed. However, as it turned out, this is not
the only way to improve the power amplifier efficiency
with a resonant circuit in the load network. Figure 7
shows the circuit schematic of the vacuum-tube power
amplifier with a parallel-tuned resonant circuit inserted
between the anode and the output matching circuit, which
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Figure 7 · Class C power amplifier with detuned resonant circuit.

has a resonant frequency equal to about 1.5 times the carrier frequency of the signal to be amplified [38]. In other
words, if the carrier signal is transmitting at a fundamental frequency f0, the parallel resonant circuit will have a
resonant frequency of about 1.5f0 followed by a filter or
output matching circuit to suppress the harmonics of the
fundamental frequency and to maximize the output power
at the fundamental frequency delivered to the standard
load. As a result, an efficiency of 89% was achieved for a
3.2 MHz vacuum-tube high-power amplifier.
Although it was assumed that such a parallel resonant circuit introduces considerable impedance to its own
second harmonic—which is the third harmonic 3f0 of the
carrier frequency—and can result in a flattened anode
voltage waveform, another interesting and nontrivial conclusion can be derived from this circuit topology. In this
case, provided the output p-type matching circuit has
purely resistive impedance at the fundamental frequency
and capacitive reactances at the harmonic components,
the anode of the device sees inductive impedance at the
fundamental frequency and capacitive reactances at the
second and higher-order harmonic components. This
means that the voltage and current waveforms are not
symmetrical anymore, thus representing an alternative
mechanism of the efficiency improvement. Such an effect
of increasing efficiency when the output resonant circuit
of the vacuum-tube or transistor Class C power amplifier
is detuned relative to the carrier frequency (tuned slightly above resonance) was described a few years before [39,
40]. The anode efficiencies of about 92-93% were achieved
for the phase angles of the load network being in between
+30° and +40° and resulting in the inductive impedance
at the fundamental frequency and capacitive reactances
at the harmonic components seen by the anode of the
active device [39].
A decade later, these experimental results were confirmed by the theoretical verification with optimum loadnetwork parameters, resulting in the well-known idealized collector voltage and current waveforms satisfying
the Class E requirements specified for infinite number of
56
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harmonics. This means that, similar to Class F mode
which is referred to any harmonic approximations
(including infinite number of harmonics as an idealized
case when the active device represents an ideal switch),
Class E mode corresponds to any harmonic approximations as well and can only be considered as a switching
mode when the active device represents an ideal switch
with control of the infinite number of harmonics and rectangular drive to fully transform the DC power into the
fundamental-frequency power delivered to the load. The
idealized switch assumption allows the Class E load network parameters to be exactly analytically derived in
time domain. However, its basic difference from Class F
mode lies in asymmetric collector voltage and current
waveforms due to different load-network impedance conditions: inductive impedance at fundamental frequency
and capacitive reactances for the second and higher-order
harmonics (vice versa for inverse Class E). In the case of
a small number of harmonics used for control, the active
device can be characterized by the multiharmonic current
source and Class E mode can simply be considered as a
detuned case of Class C mode with a sinusoidal drive. As
a result, all possible classes of amplification having their
own physical and design principles and based on any
number of harmonics, namely applicable to Class C (with
particular cases of classes A, AB, and B), Class E, and
Class F, can be closely tied with each other and the transition between them can be easily provided [41].
The first part of this article was published in the May
2010 issue. It is available for download in the Archives
section of www.highfrequencyelectronics.com
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